This paper presents necessary and sufficient conditions for on-and off-diagonal transition probability estimates for random walks on weighted graphs. On the integer lattice and on may fractal type graphs both the volume of a ball and the mean exit time from a ball is independent of the centre, uniform in space. Here the upper estimate is given without such restriction and two-sided estimate is given if uniformity in the space assumed only for the mean exit time.
Introduction
This paper presents on-and off-diagonal transition probability estimates on weighted graphs. The central object of the investigation is the minimal solution of the discrete heat equation
on weighted graphs, where △ = P − I is the discrete Laplace and ∂ ∂n u n = u n+1 − u n is the differential operator. The classical form of the diagonal upper estimate for the minimal solution is
which holds on Z d , d ∈ N , where V (x, R) the volume of a ball of radius R has uniformly polynomial growth V (x, R) ≃ R d . Coulhon and Grigor'yan [4] proved diagonal estimates for graphs for non-uniform volume. They have shown that p n (x, x) ≤ C V (x, √ n) and the volume doubling condition (1.3) is equivalent to
n and the volume doubling condition (1.4) and is equivalent to the relative Faber-Krahn inequality. For a detailed introduction and history see Woess [22] (or Barlow [1] , Coulhon [3] , Grigor'yan [10] , Varopoulos, Saloff-Coste, Coulhon [21] ).
Another branch of the generalization was the study of fractals and fractal like graphs cf. [1] to obtain sub-Gaussian estimates
where the constant C different for the upper and lower bound. Here the sub-Gaussian feature is provided by the β > 2 exponent which describes the mean exit time
of a ball B (x, R) . Let us consider the (generalized) inverse function e (x, n) of the mean exit time E (x, R) in the second variable. Based on the usual heuristic one might expect that a fully local diagonal upper estimate of the form of
can be given. This paper announces on-and off-diagonal estimates of this local type. The sub-Gaussian exponents of the off-diagonal upper and lower estimates do not coincide in this generality ( for further explanation and examples see [14] ). It can be seen that the sub-Gaussian exponents meet if and only if the mean exit time is uniform in the space i.e.
for a function F. This is usually called in the physics literature space-time scale function and a semi-local framework can be developed in its presence.
Preliminaries
Let us consider a countable infinite connected graph Γ. A weight function µ x,y = µ y,x > 0 is given on the edges x ∼ y. This weight induces a measure
on the vertex set A ⊂ Γ and defines a reversible Markov chain X n ∈ Γ, i.e. a random walk on the weighted graph (Γ, µ) with transition probabilities
Condition 1 In the whole sequel we assume that condition (p 0 ) holds, that is, there is a universal p 0 > 0 such that for all x, y ∈ Γ, x ∼ y
The graph is equipped with the usual (shortest path length) graph distance d(x, y) and open metric balls are defined for x ∈ Γ, R > 0 as B(x, R) = {y ∈ Γ : d(x, y) < R} and its µ−measure is denoted by V (x, R).
Definition 2.1
The weighted graphs satisfies the volume comparison principle (VC) (c.f. [13] ) if there is a constant
Definition 2.2 The weighted graph has the volume doubling (VD) property if there is a constant D V > 0 such that for all x ∈ Γ and R > 0
One can see that (V D) and (V C) are equivalent.
Upper estimates
This section is mainly devoted to upper estimates, but at the end lower estimates are also given providing comparison with the upper one.. Let us consider the exit time T B(x,R) = min{k : X k / ∈ B(x, R)} from the ball B(x, R) and its mean value E z (x, R) = E(T B(x,R) |X 0 = z) and let us use the E(x, R) = E x (x, R) short notation. In the analogy to the volume comparison we introduce the (mean exit) time comparison principle. Definition 3.1 We will say that the weighted graph (Γ, µ) satisfies the time comparison principle (TC) if there is a constant C T > 1 such that for all x ∈ Γ and R > 0, y ∈ B (x, R)
We will say that (Γ, µ) has the time doubling property (TD) if there is a D T > 0 such that for all x ∈ Γ and R ≥ 0
One should notice that (T C) implies (T D) but the opposite is not true in general.
Basically the (V C) and (T C) principles specify the framework of the local setup for our study.
We introduce the skewed version of the parabolic mean value inequality.
Definition 3.3
We shall say that the skewed parabolic mean value inequality (sP MV ) holds if there are 0 < c 1 < c 2 ≤ 1 ≤ C such that for all R > 0, x ∈ Γ, y ∈ B (x, R) for all non-negative solutions u n of the discrete heat equation
satisfied, where E = E (x, R) , n = c 2 E.
Definition 3.4
We shall say that the mean value inequality (MV) holds, i.e. for all x ∈ Γ, R > 0 and for all function u ≥ 0 on B (x, R) which is harmonic on B = B (x, R)
Definition 3.5 The local kernel function 1 ≤ k = k y = k y (n, R) ≤ n, is defined as the maximal integer for which
or k = 0 by definition if there is no appropriate k. Here q is a small fixed constant.
Definition 3.6 For convenience we will use the following notation
Denote R = d (x, y) and let
if r > 3 [e (x, n) + e (y, n)] and κ C = 0 otherwise. 
(V C) , (T C) and the local diagonal upper estimate
holds,
(V C) , (T C) and the local upper estimate
holds.
The proof of the diagonal upper estimate can be given along the lines of [12] while the off-diagonal estimate based on a generalization of an inequality due to Davies [6] .
Remark 3.1 It can also be shown that (p 0 ) , (V C) and (T C) imply
One gets a weaker upper estimate introducing
where
and κ (n, x, y) = 0 otherwise. Similarly we introduce
Let us measure the inhomogeneity of the mean exit time for any A ⊂ Γ by
and denote the lower sub-Gaussian kernel by ν;
Definition 3.7 The weighted graph (Γ, µ) satisfies the elliptic Harnack inequality (H) if there is a C > 0 such that for all x ∈ Γ and R > 0 and for all u ≥ 0 on B (x, 2R) harmonic functions on B(x, 2R) which means that
on B(x, 2R), the following inequality holds
Using the above notations the following statement can be given, which on the upper estimate side is direct consequence of the above results observing that the elliptic Harnack inequality implies the mean value inequality (MV ) . 
where p n = p n+1 + p n .
Remark 3.2 One can rewrite (3.33) in the form of
to be compared to (3.32) .
The lower estimate is proved via an important intermediate estimate (called near diagonal lower estimate c.f. [12] or [19] ) then the standard Aronson's chaining argument can be used.
Remark 3.3 One should recognize that the upper and lower estimate rely on comparison of volume and exit times of a chain of balls connecting x and y. If the mean exit time is basically independent of the center of the ball it is clear from the definitions that κ ≃ l , δ ≃ 1 and hence κ ≃ ν which means that the upper and lower estimate are the same up to the constants.
Two-sided estimates
The semilocal framework is received from the local one if we assume that.
for all x, y ∈ Γ. The study of semi-local situation starts with the investigation of the space-time scale function F (R), R ≥ 0 which is
From (E) (4.35) it follows that F satisfies with a fixed C 0 > 1 for all x ∈ Γ and R ≥ 0
Function F inherits certain properties of E(x, R), among others from (T D) it follows that
The inherited properties are referred by the notation (ED F ) (c.f. [19] ). This function takes over the role of R β ( or R 2 ) . The inverse function of F, f (.) = F −1 (.) takes over the role of R
in the (sub-)Gaussian estimates.
Definition 4.1 The transition probability satisfies the sub-Gaussian upper estimate (UE F ) with respect to F if there are c, C > 0 such that
39)
and the sub-Gaussian lower estimate (LE F ) is satisfied if
where P n = P n + P n+1 and the kernel function k = k(n, R) ≥ 1, is defined as the maximal integer for which
or k = 0 by definition if there is no appropriate k.
As we indicated the parabolic and elliptic Harnack inequalities play important role in the study of two-sided bound of the heat kernel. Here we give their formal definitions of the parabolic one..
Definition 4.2
The weighted graph (Γ, µ) satisfies the (F −parabolic or simply) parabolic Harnack inequality (PH F ) if the following condition holds. There is a C H > 0 constant such that for any solution u ≥ 0 of the equation
) for k, R ∈ N the following is true. On the smaller cylinders defined by
and
holds, where u n = u n + u n+1 short notation was used. The elliptic Harnack inequality is a direct consequence of the F-parabolic one as it is true for the classical case.
Based on the above definitions the following theorem can be formulated.
Theorem 4.1 If a weighted graph (Γ, µ) satisfies (p 0 ) then the following statements are equivalent.
1. ∃F satisfies (ED F ) and the F -parabolic Harnack inequality (P H F ), 2. ∃F satisfies (ED F ), (UE F ) and (LE F ) ,
(V D), (T D)
, (E) and (H) hold.
Theorem 3.2 implies in the semi-local framework the corresponding offdiagonal estimate ( see also Remark 3.3). The other implication have been proved in [19] .
The presented results generalize several works, among others Moser [17] , [18] , Davies [5] , Coulhon, Grigor'yan [4] , Grigor'yan [9] , Li,Yau [16] , Varopoulos [20] ), [7] , Fabes, Stroock [8] , Hebisch, Saloff-Coste [15] . Let us mention that in [15] the equivalence of (P H F ) and the F -based two-sided subGaussian estimate was already shown.
